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Hi there, I'm Jodie!

I have worked in the early childhood and community services
profession for over 35 years so I know what it's like to be in the trenches
without the support , time and step by step guidance you need. As busy
(& underpaid!) educators we don't have time for difficult to understand
jargon or lengthy theoretical debates - you just want to meet
requirements while still having the time to do what you do best...
supporting and extending the unique learning journey of every child in
your care as they grow and discover in these very important early years.

And that is exactly why I like to do things a little bit differently to
support educators just like you - I don't believe that professional
development and the tools we use to do our jobs well need to be
complicated, out of our budget or judgmental. I believe every adult
learns differently and at a different pace and that's ok. There is nothing
wrong with going back to basics & embracing simple...so welcome to our
Empowered Ed Community... let's do this together!

I enjoy supporting early childhood
educators around the world through
my training sessions, blog posts, digital
resources and private educator
Member Hub to feel more confident 
in their role no matter their level of
experience or the area of early
learning they are currently working in!

A Little About Me

WELCOME TO 
YOUR EMPOWERED 

ED COMMUNITY!



5 Essential Steps to Becoming a Con�dent Educational Leader

The New Educational Leader Role

There seems to be a whole lot of uncertainty surrounding the relatively new 
 so it’s not surprising that I frequently find my inbox overflowing with

messages from ed leaders asking for help to feel more confident in this role as they try to
meet often overwhelming expectations to lead, inspire, motivate, teach and mentor other
educators.   

It is easy to presume that being assigned the important role of educational leader should
automatically leave you feeling empowered, confident in your knowledge and skills and
excited to support and guide your fellow educators in different ways…. and for many this is no
doubt the case, but it’s also perfectly ok NOT  to feel this way and to ask for some guidance
and mentorship yourself!

Being a leader can be tough! I have been a Leader, Coordinator, Director and Manager across
both the Early Childhood and Family and community services Sectors and they all had their
challenges…. every leadership role does and every leader is always learning, improving and
trying new strategies and approaches so you can stop thinking it’s just you right now! 

Educational Leader Role
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Every Leader is Always Learning

Trust me, I’ve been there too... but you don’t need to give up... you just have to
seek out the right information that will help you feel empowered and confident  in your role
rather than waiting for the support and information to come to you because unfortunately, it
would seem that many early learning services at the management level are still not yet
providing the support and clarification that educators in the leadership positions need to do
their job well with confidence.

Some services may be confident they are indeed providing the information - but is it in a 
format or style that is easily understood? Does it clearly outline role expectations and key
performance indicators so the leader knows what is expected before trying to carry out their
role on a day to day basis? 

I know that clammy hands and butterfly tummy feeling when you run your first staff meeting,
present a training session, attend networking meetings where you know no-one, fit in all the
extra leadership paperwork on top of your usual work that still hasn’t been done and try to
explain or communicate something important to someone who refuses to listen because they
have been doing it that way ‘just fine’for more years than you have been a leader!
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Just as children learn at different paces and in different ways - so do adults. To ensure you
have great leaders on your team - you first need to find ways to support, challenge and grow
their skills. 

Time spent focused on this top tier in partnership with your leader will then filter down
through the entire team - morale lifts, productivity lifts, people feel recognised, heard,
empowered and supported as professionals and in return, the service ends up with happy
children and families, less vacancies, less bitchiness and grumbling out at the sandpit 

less overwhelm and
higher educator retention rates!

However, let’s forget about whether the service management, you as the leader or even other
educators on the team are to blame for you not feeling confident in this 
Educational Leader role and instead take some  that will have you
feel like the organised and confident leader I know you want to be because you are proud of
being given this role and certainly 
want to make the most of this opportunity by doing a good job…. you just need a little help to
get there and there is nothing wrong with that!   

So let’s do this together Empowered Ed’s! What do we need to do first?

(yep you heard me... I’ve been there too, don’t tell me it doesn’t happen!)  

 simple yet effective steps
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Action Plan for Educational Leaders in Early
Childhood Services

No matter whether you are new to the role of
educational leader or have been doing it for a
while now, it is important to set aside time to
connect with your team of educators and also
with management so you are able to collect
the information you need to help you reflect,
set goals, identify possible training needs, set
up your own organisation and paperwork
systems and better understand how to mentor
and support each educator while also asking
for the support you need to continue doing
your own job well.   

Through your own leadership style, you want to try and foster an environment and culture
where everyone thinks and acts as part of one big team rather than just separate silos focused
on their own grievances, frustrations, agendas, competitiveness, secrets or overall resistance
to change. You want to move toward creating and sharing the big picture together - and that
means laying a strong foundation of open communication and a clear message about how
you will ALL move forward together as a cohesive team.   

This doesn’t mean educators can’t have their own thoughts, philosophies and goals - it simply
means that instead of only worrying about their own room/environments, job expectations
and performance indicators or ‘planning cycle documentation’ that usually leads to educators
competing for attention, training, resources, coveted early or late shift times, and a general
atmosphere of distrust and ‘looking out for myself’ thinking - you instead put processes in
place that foster an environment where educators can become excited and motivated to
move from their separate and often isolated role to want to become part of the bigger picture
and journey to get there with your leadership!

1. Connect through your Educational Leader Role

So what could this look like? What actions could you take to make this
connected team approach happen?
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- Set up an individual mentor session with each educator -
explain the purpose is to get to know them better, what their
needs are, set goals together and to clarify their role and the expectations you have so you
can ensure there is no confusion or miscommunication (miscommunication can very quickly
lead to someone feeling resentful, frustrated and belligerent in the workplace so it’s important
to put strategies in place right from the start making it less likely to occur). This session should
be a relatively informal chat - it’s not about scribbling pages of notes and to-do lists or
anything like a performance review...this should be of benefit to both educator and ed leader!

- If you are not feeling
confident about mentoring other educators then this is the time to set up a meeting with your
manager and request additional guidance, training or professional development resources
regarding mentorship and what is expected of you. You might find my Empowered Ed 
Connect & Grow Mentor Guide and checklists  helpful as a tool to get you started with the first
mentor sessions you conduct with educators.

 - After you have completed your mentor sessions
individually, it’s time to call a staff meeting and connect with the team as a whole. If you
haven’t done so already clearly explain your role, your goals, what this means moving forward
together and how educators can connect and communicate with you individually and as a
team or room. You will need to set an agenda and circulate a copy to everyone at least a few
days before your scheduled meeting time. If you are not sure how to write up an agenda and
run a meeting take a look at my Meaningful Meetings Guide here.

1. Book an informal mentor session  

2. Identify & ask for the support you need to mentor effectively  

3. Set an agenda & lead a team meeting
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- Research and attend 1 in-person networking
event or leader meeting for your area.  of your comfort
zone, collaborate and advocate.

Now that you have taken some steps to 
connect and communicate with other educators,
management and services, it’s time to review what
you have learnt so far but also what areas you
need to know more about as a leader. 

The more information you have at your fingertips
(with clear processes for seeking and receiving that
information on a regular and consistent basis), the
easier your job will be and the more effective
leader you will become!   

Some information you can find and review on your own - other important information will
require a little more planning on your part and a more formal process to be put in place.

4. Build Capacity & Professional Partnerships  
Challenge yourself to step outside

2. Review in your Educational Leader Role
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1. Review current service information - Look at the current service philosophy, policies,
procedures and expectations then reflect on:

• Are the documents accessible to all staff?  

• Are all new educators made aware of these in an orientation process upon employment?   

• How are any changes or amendments communicated to all educators?   

• Is it assumed that all educators are aware of and understand these documents?  

•  Do you feel the educators know how to relate and align their programming to the service
goals and philosophy and also their own?   

• If you notice a resistance to change, decide how you want to approach this - is it a whole of
team approach or just required individually? How might you share the ‘big picture’with the
team as a whole and why the changes are necessary. Have you put in place a process and
timeframe for review, feedback and professional development to 
ensure everyone has the potential to learn, grow and be heard?

During the next team meeting,   regarding this information to
reflect on and review as a team. Note any questions asked, requests for clarification or future
tasks/action steps to extend on for the next meeting.

• Are the steps of the planning cycle and what paperwork is required and expected clearly
outlined in audio, visual and text formats along with in-person training and examples to
accommodate the different learning styles, skill levels and cultural needs within your team?

I encourage you to start with at least 2 of the following processes and
actions:

introduce a couple of questions
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•  Do educators know what templates/forms/digital systems they are expected to use for
each step? Do they clearly understand the process or have they told you they are frustrated
or unsure how to use them?   

•  Is access to training and other professional developmentprovided to educators to increase
confidence and productivity in this area of planning?   

•  Is time management an issue in getting the required paperwork completed? What 
steps could you take to change this? Who do you need to speak to?   

• Review during your mentor sessions if educators understand WHY they are being asked to
do the documentation requested. So many educators are not even sure why they are 
recording the documentation that they do and this quickly leads to resentment and a lack of
consistency across the entire service and this will make your job a whole lot more difficult I
promise!   

• Take the time to find out theexperience, skills and qualifications of every educator on your
team and review their goals and interests for further professional development along with
your own suggestions for any training required. You can keep track of this information and
update as needed in your Ed Leader Journal.  

• If a digital app or computer program is in use to help educators communicate with parents
and document children’s progress, review whether all educators are confidently using this
technology or whether they need extra support in this area.

I’ve simplified this process for you with my Planning Cycle Review Checklists  but you could
also write and set your own version up in a hard copy folder. If you don’t want to do a hard
copy format make sure you at least have access to a tablet or laptop you can use during the
review so you can both be adding information as needed rather than relying on your memory
and the next time you have a minute to write something down!
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3. PLAN in your Educational Leader Role

So you have connected and reviewed and put some processes in place - what next?  

How else can you use this information you are
collecting and reviewing on a consistent basis to
further support and empower the educators on your
team and also help you to keep growing in your
educational leader role?   

If you have an  Ed leader journal, diary or folder
(even if digital) this is where you want to record this
information so you can easily take it with you from
room to room or meeting to meeting without
needing all the other bits and pieces that go into
more depth on specific areas like the planning cycle

reviews or meeting notes and agendas.   

Think of your leader journal/folder as a tool to keep all of your thoughts, reflections, quick
notes, conversations, goals, networking events, research links and professional development
ideas together in the one place. This not only helps you feel organised but also less
overwhelmed because you are focusing on the important information and goals you have set
weekly and monthly rather than feeling like you are on aconstant information treadmill with a
to-do list that never gets done!
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Use your journal to highlight focus areas, pull information together in summary form and plan
ahead - you might include some of the following:

• Clarification or summary of your personal vision, beliefs, values, philosophy and the style of
leadership you aim to follow (more on leadership styles in part 3!).   

• Your professional goals for this week/month/year and how you will reach them.   

• EYLF learning outcomes and specific framework areas you want (or need!) to focus on.   

• Your evolving wish list regarding training, professional development or resources required.   

• The tools or support you need to do your job effectively this week/month.   

• A schedule of time allocated to regular tasks and processes like reviews each month.   

• Reflection jottings and question prompts you could use (and why) for the team meetings and
mentor sessions.   

• Identify the 1 main thing you are working toward each month as a priority to help you focus
and manage your time more effectively.   

• Strategies, events and ideas to support educators to connect and collaborate regularly with
the families using your service.   

• Networking opportunities and meeting times.   

• Weekly and monthly goals.
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Planning leads us to organisation and even though some of the actions in section 3 above
should have you feeling more prepared there are
some other essentials to consider if you want to
manage your time effectively and fit in all of your
additional leader tasks on top of your regular
educator expectations without feeling too
stretched.   

By taking extra time to reflect on and put in
place strategies and processes for common
focus areas initially you will save a lot of time
(and repeated conversations) in the months to
come, so it is worth the extra effort at the
beginning.   

Consider what is already in place and what information or support you feel would be useful to
introduce or setup from the following suggestions:

➼  A process or guide for communicating with different genders and culturally diverse
educators on your team.   

➼ A sample folder of a completed planning cycle - using each of the documentation formats
you ask educators to complete on a consistent basis.   

➼  Book in a  regular monthly mentor or check-in/well-being session with all educators and
stick to it! Consistency and trust are important here.   

➼  Book in a regular supervision session with your manager to support your own wellbeing,
confidence and professional growth.   

➼ Research and compile a list of networking groups and opportunities that you can explore as
you get time.   

➼  Set up a communication book or folder to record formal and informal conversations to
reflect back on.   

➼  Use a tool like this critical reflection journal  to help you share reflection prompts with
educators at meetings and during mentor sessions.

4. Prepare & Organise in your Educational Leader Role
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➼  Introduce a system that provides support and extra learning opportunities for all staff on
how to correctly use any information technology tools and techniques currently required by
the service.   

➼ Set up your meetings folder with a blank agenda template and a running record of items to
discuss or present at the next meeting and also what you would like to achieve at your next
meeting. You will also want a space to record previous agenda actions and future goals and
action plans. If you are not sure how to start with this use my Meaningful Meetings Tools here.
 
➼ Compile a list of reflection prompts or questions you can use to draw on at anytime. There
is a list for you in my leader journal or the reflection guideif you have them.

Lead and mentor by example with your own organisation and time
management.

— Jodie Clarke, theempowerededucatoronline.com

If you are in member hub make sure to download the printable folder and file pack and watch
the toolbox videos on setting up your documentation and paperwork systems either on the
computer or in folder hard copy format.
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All of the steps above require some action on your part so why have I included 
‘take action’ as a separate category?  

Because we often need a bit of a not so subtle nudge and some quick, achievable action
steps right in front of us before we will take action and overcome our procrastination instinct!
I’m pretty sure it’s not just me... right?   

So I’m going to give you some simple action motivators and I want you to choose at least 3
then come back and comment below with what you have been able to check off!

5. Take Action in your Educational Leader Role
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 through your words weekly.   

 through your actions daily.   

 that reminds you to consistently recognise and appreciate other educators
and their work.   

•  Decide your process for handling negative feedback, resistance to change or work
performance after discussion with your manager. Communicate this process in advance.   

•  Be specific and consistent in your communication. Record conversations, questions and
significant moments with educators throughout the day to review later when you are not on
the floor with children. Have yourfolder or diary set up beforehand as we discussed
previously, so you always know where to find your information and not waste valuable time.   

• Build capacity - find ways to motivate, educate, engage and involve educators to collaborate
and share together in actions and new ideas to help distribute and share the load across the
team - while still utilising their own unique individual skills.   

•  Introduce critical reflection questions on different areas (not just EYLF and planning) in
meetings and record action steps and goals arising from these conversations. If you have
difficulty getting positive engagement in this area try making the process a little more fun
using the Empowered Ed reflection story cards in member hub. If you don’t have access yet
you can join us here.  

• Empower someone

• Motivate someone

• Set up a routine
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• Set dates in your diary for a mentor/connect session with every educator and complete
within the next 6 weeks. They only need to be 20-30 minutes each.   

• Set up a planning cycle and professional development resource library, source journals or
use the resources from member hub with your team.   

• Begin using a ‘top 3’ to-do list. Every morning take 3 things from your larger to-do list and
write them in your diary. ONLY work toward checking those 3 things off by the end of your day.
This helps you to focus and not get distracted with multi-tasking and procrastination because
your list seems too big (and therefore seemingly not achievable). I use this technique every
day and it honestly does work!

Being a leader isn’t easy, but when you have steps to follow, goals set to work towards and
theresources and training you require to support you in your role- it can be a wonderfully
challenging and empowering role to be in. 

Forget about perfection and just be you… that’s what got you the job in the first place
remember! 🙂
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I hope you find this resource useful – I love creating resources to support 
educators in the important work that they do! All downloads are Copyright
protected to TheEmpoweredEducator2019 Not to be distributed, 
transferred, or shared in any form.

Hi Empowered Ed!
 

Thanks for downloading this resource for educators. If you have any questions or
would like to request permission to share anything in this resource please email
support@theempowerededucatoronline.com

Please note the following information before using...

Personal Use Only
This document is for your own personal use. You agree that you will
not copy, reproduce, alter, modify, create derivative works, or publicly
display any content from my downloads (except for your own
personal, non-commercial use).

No Redistribution
This document is for your own personal use. You agree that you will
not copy, reproduce, alter, modify, create derivative works, or publicly
display any content from my downloads (except for your own
personal, non-commercial use).

Clipart/Images
All images used in this printable document are my owned by me with the
appropriate licences or I have gained permission to display (for non
commercial purposes only) by the original owner. All images in this
resource are therefore copyright protected to The Empowered Educator.
They cannot be reproduced or used
in whole or part, for any reason.

You May Not
Alter or sell my files. All file are for personal use only. You 
may not use my items for sale or profit, i.e. print them off, 
laminate them and sell them to others.

Enjoy your new resource!



You can now join other early childhood educators from

around the world in the online Empowered Ed Member

Hub! This resource not only helps you to connect, grow

and share ideas but also enables you to have 24 hour

access  to exclusive Empowered Ed training videos,

monthly program plans(done for you!), activity guides,

printables, Ebooks and the professional tips and

strategies  that you need to not only simplify and 

clarify but also to feel empowered, supported and

inspired to try new things - without the judgement,

without the jargon, without the overwhelm! 

 

Click the red button below to learn more and gain

immediate access to all resources!

NEED MORE HELP?

LET ME IN

Empowered Ed Resources
Thanks for downloading - got questions?

Contact : support@theempowerededucatoronline.com

https://www.theempowerededucatoronline.com/member-hub-enrolment-open/
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